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not come with factory installed propellers. Please visit Mercury 25 HP Propellers to view our
selection of propellers to accompany these motors. Fuel efficiency was prioritized in the design
of this 3 cylinder 25 hp outboard engine. Suzuki model DF25AS3 is an affordable yet powerful
choice with a manual start engine and the 15 inch short shaft. Standard features with this 25 HP
outboard is a 6 gal external fuel tank and fuel line, an aluminum propeller, tool kit and Suzuki's 3
year factory warranty. Shipping in the lower 48 states is always free. Standard feat The 25MH
delivers consistent, easy starting, crisp throttle response, increased fuel economy, and
outstanding overall performance. The 25MLH delivers consistent, easy starting, crisp throttle
response, increased fuel economy, and outstanding overall performance. The Mercury 25 hp EFI
is a great choice of power for aluminum jon, utility, and fishing boats. The Suzuki 25 HP
outboard motor is the most environmentally friendly gas outboard motor on today's market.
This motor is designed to run clean with optimum fuel efficiency. Suzuki 25 HP outboard model
DF25AES3 comes equipped with the 15 inch short shaft, a push button electric start and manual
recoil start. This 4 stroke outboard is known for qu The DF25A is a s The 25EH delivers
consistent, easy starting, crisp throttle response, increased fuel economy, and outstanding
overall performance. Known for reliability This model is equipped with electric push button start
and manual recoil pull rope, a 15 inch shaft, power trim and tilt, and tiller steering. The Suzuki
25 HP outboard is lightest in class and quiete The 25 HP Suzuki outboard is first in class in
weight and quietness. The state of the art green technology outboard is a battery-less, fuel
injected 4 stroke motor that has power left over for your larger and heavier jon boats, skiffs and
sailboat applicati The 25ELH delivers consistent, easy starting, crisp throttle response,
increased fuel economy, and outstanding overall performance. Known for reliabilit This 4
stroke, battery-less EFI engine delivers a clean fuel efficient powerful performance in the water.
You will start fast and accelerate fast. The Suzuki outboard is first in class in both weight and
quietness. State-of-the-Art designs make the DF25A the most technically advanced portable
outboard on the market today. The Suzuki 25 HP outboard is l Contact Us. My Account.
Welcome to OnlineOutboards. Login Create Account. Shopping Cart. Tohatsu Outboards
Tohatsu 2. The 25ELHPT delivers consistent, easy starting, crisp throttle response, increased
fuel economy, and outstanding overall performance. Known for reliability, and fast acceleration,
the 25 HP EFI portable outboard by Mercury is an affordable option especially considering the
long list of standard features and the Mercury 3-year warranty. Your online outboard shopping
ends here! We are a Mercury authorized dealer that offers discounted prices and free shipping!
Default Title - Sold Out. Maximum quantity available reached. Free Shipping! Lower 48 states.
Features Specs Review In The Box Shaft Length Guidelines Utilizes a three-cylinder engine
design, delivering superior balance performance over twin-cylinder designs Compact and
powerful Offers extra displacement and great low-end torque, putting the boat smartly on plane
High output 15amp alternator for constant battery charging Battery-free electronic fuel injection
delivers easy-starting, crisp throttle response and increased fuel economy Engine protection
operator warning system including: low oil pressure, over-rev, overheat and sensor failure
Mercury 3 year warranty PROPELLER NOT INCLUDED. In The Box Fuel Tank 6. Quick View.
More Info. This 4 stroke outboard is known for quick starts, fast acceleration and superior gas
economy. Standard with this engine is a 6 gallon fuel tank, fuel line, propeller and tool kit and
the Suzuki 3 year factory warranty. The Suzuki 25 HP outboard is lightest in class and quietest
in class ensuring a smooth powerful ride. Green technology ensures a clean, fuel efficient
motor that is fuel injected and battery-less. This 4 stroke outboard has power to spare for your

larger, heavier jon boats, skiffs and inflatable boats. The state of the art green technology
outboard is a battery-less, fuel injected 4 stroke motor that has power left over for your larger
and heavier jon boats, skiffs and sailboat applications. This model has the 20 in long shaft,
electric start, power trim and tilt, remote steering and throttle, a 6 gallon external gas tank and
gas line and the famous Suzuki 3 year factory warranty. Standard features include a 6 gallon
external fuel tank and fuel line, a propeller, a took kit and the Suzuki famous 3 year factory
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alternative browser. Thread starter rehee Start date Sep 23, Joined Sep 23, Messages 4. Hello,
I'm new to this site and boating, and have what might seam to be a stupid question. I have a
Mercury Thunderbolt 50hp outboard serial number starting with 32 so I believe it's around a 74 I would like to install a power trim and tilt on this outboard but not sure if it was an option. I
have looked around and see lots of Mercury units, but don't know what will work. I have also
seen aftermarket units which require linkage modifications. It's just my wife and myself boating,
and she has a tough time pulling up the outboard into it's locking position while I winch the boat
up. Any help would be great! Joined Oct 31, Messages Some are 4 hose, some are 2 hose. My
guess is a 4 hose unit would work for you. They are not available new any longer. Check
around, they're out there. Moody Blue Captain. Joined May 24, Messages 3, I did it last summer
with my Merc Pretty easy to do and a nice feature to have. You will have to shop around for a
good used unit, as they are no longer made. I'll start looking Smig Petty Officer 2nd Class.
Joined Nov 13, Messages I actually found an old kit that had been sitting around and never
installed, but it's the only one I have seen. If you do get a used one from a larger motor , I have
posted a copy of the installation manual that came with the kit - it can be found here. Very
helpful, I hope I can find one of these I saw one listed last year listed on ebay but I didn't win the
auction. Joined Aug 27, Messages I have most of the parts that you are looking for, everything
from the 3-button helm control panel, the wiring harness from the control panel to the pump
electrical connection, i have a good used pump i use a set of genuine Mercury test gauges to
verify proper up and down psi's and also test for leak down , at this time i only have 2 of the
hydraulic lines you need 4 total and i have a set of rams, but one of them is leaking so i would
need to repair that ram, and i have the mounting brackets for the rams and it has a new trim
limit switch installed in the starboard bracket. My ebay id is fuller or you can send me an email
to challectric gmail. What a fantastic site Smig, you didn't win that PTT unit in an ebay auction
did you? Joined Jun 16, Messages I put one on my '76 Smig- is there anyway you couldemail
me a copy of this manual? The entire document will be saved on your computer as a copy of
web page. You must log in or register to reply here. Power Tilt and Trim units are
electro-hydraulic mechanisms driven by a motor-driven gear pump as source of providing
hydraulic pressure. The angle of the outboard machine is actively changed by trim function, and
an efficient running is secured. Tilt function is useful for the protection of the outboard engine.
Moreover, the hull and the outboard engine are prevented being damaged by Shock absorbing
function. It is possible to install it in the outboard engine easily with two upper and lower pins.
Functions and Roles Power Tilt and Trim units are electro-hydraulic mechanisms driven by a
motor-driven gear pump as source of providing hydraulic pressure. Three Cylinder Power Tilt
and Trim [Mounting class] for large-sized outboard engines to PS [Characteristics] With a
separated trim and tilt casting structure, these units can be installed easily onto an outboard

engine with two upper and lower pins. Power Tilt and Trim for Small Outboard Engines
[Mounting class] for smaller-sized outboard engines below 30 PS [Characteristics] Placing the
motor inside the reservoir allowed us to extensively review the layout and achieve a compact
size. Return to Top. Integrated Power Tilt and Trim [Mounting class] for large-sized outboard
engines to PS [Characteristics] Trim and tilt integral casting structure. Put amazing power in the
palm of your hand. These compact outboard motors take you to the fun, the fish, or whatever
floats your boat â€” quickly and reliably. Enjoy quick acceleration to go with exhilarating speed.
Easy to install and operate, with reliable starting, low vibration, and instant throttle response. Is
your boat ready for new power? With many outboard options on the market, identifying the best
engine for your current boat can be daunting. With a large cc displacement, it offers
best-in-class power by delivering a true 5 horsepower. Get more details. Always moving
forward. With boater-driven innovations and technologies. Like the world's first multi-function
tiller handle. And a total commitment to corrosion protection, utilizing hard-coat anodizing and
a superior multi-step paint process. Take a deeper dive into what makes Mercury outboards
stand apart with detailed information on each motor and the features that make them unique.
Please consider upgrading to a more up-to-date browser. The most popular browsers are
Chrome , Edge , and Safari. Upgrading to the latest version of one of these will make the web
safer, faster, and better looking. This website uses cookies to enhance and improve your
browsing experience. By closing this message, I acknowledge and accept the Terms of Use, the
Privacy Policy and the Cookie Policy, and agree that my information may be transferred to the
U. Sign Up. Engine Details Delivers consistent, easy starting, crisp throttle response, increased
fuel economy, and outstanding overall performance. Find a Dealer Today. Engine Details
Ultra-lightweight just 99 pounds and reliable, with little vibration. Innovative tiller lets you lock
the tiller at 73 degrees â€” great for fishing and trailering. Perfect for aluminum tiller, inflatable
soft hull, jon, utility, and sail boats. Engine Details Built to deliver the type of power, thrust, and
control that wider, heavier boats require. Great for aluminum tiller, inflatable soft hull, jon,
utility, and sail boats. Engine Details Enhancements include simplified starting procedure,
faster warmup, and better idle run quality. Lightweight: just 84 pounds. Engine Details Feature
integral fuel tanks with an external fuel-shutoff valve. For extended range, they can also be
connected to a remote fuel tank. Engine Details Multiple trim positions to enhance performance
and enable shallow-water operation. Through-prop exhaust makes it extra quiet. Lightweight:
just 57 pounds. Engine Details Engineered to meet the unique needs of sailboat enthusiasts.
Also great for aluminum tiller, inflatable soft hull, jon, and utility boats. Engine Details This
lightweight motor features through-prop exhaust for extra-quiet operation. Engine Details
Delivers lightweight, portable power and thrust for exact operation. Engine Details Weighing in
at just 38 pounds, this compact, reliable motor is a great choice for aluminum tiller, inflatable
soft hull, jon, utility, and sail boats. Find Your Manual. Sign up to receive the latest tips,
promotions and news from Mercury. Sign Up For Email Enter your email address to receive the
latest tips, promotions and news from Mercury. Continue without updating not recommended.
Low oil pressure Over-rev Overheat Sensor failure. Electric turn-key Manual. Low oil pressure
Low water pressure Over-rev Overheat Sensor failure. Low oil pressure Over-rev. Command
Thrust CT Standard. The trim setting of an outboard-powered boat determines how quickly it
can get up to speed and how fast and comfortable the boat will cruise. Most large boats with
high-powered outboards come with a powered trim mechanism so the trim can be adjusted
while the boat is moving so the boat can get up to speed quickly and then adjust for the perfect
ride. Smaller outboards have mechanical trim settings which can only be adjusted while the
boat is stationary. The ideal adjustment for them is a compromise between fast starts and top
speed. With the motor at idle, you can usually hear the whine of the hydraulic motor change
when the fully down position is reached. Many boats come with a trim indicator gauge on the
dashboard with a needle that moves up or down relative to the trim angle of the motor. Adjust
the trim slightly up or down once the boat is at cruising speed. If the trim is adjusted too far
down, the bow will start to plow into the waves, noticeably slowing the boat. Continue adjusting
if you speed up, slow down or encounter different currents or wave conditions. Look for the trim
setting mechanism just below the motor tilting hinge on the outboard. This is normally a series
of holes in the motor and lower unit hinge brackets through which a stainless steel pin is
inserted. Remove the stainless steel pin and reposition it into one of the adjustment holes near
the center of the adjustment range before starting the motor. Verify that all passengers in the
boat are seated, then put the boat in gear and power up the engine. Observe the performance of
the boat as it goes from full stop to full speed. Move the trim pin to different holes on the trim
bracket to adjust the trim lower moves the propeller forward and down if the boat struggles to
get up to speed; or to adjust the trim up moving the propeller to the rear and up if the boat
powers up nicely but doesn't reach a decent speed. Keep adjusting and testing until a

reasonable compromise in acceleration and speed is achieved. Mike Schoonveld has been
writing since with magazine credits including "Outdoor Life," "Fur-Fish-Game," "The Rotarian"
and numerous regional publications. He holds a Bachelor of Science in wildlife science from
Purdue University. Manual Trim Step 1 Look for the trim setting mechanism just below the
motor tilting hinge on the outboard. The number of people or the load being carried in a boat
will affect the needed trim. This is not a major concern in a power trim model, but in a manually
trimmed boat, the operator should learn to gauge which different trim settings may be needed
with various loads or wave conditions and make those adjustments before leaving the dock.
Adjusting the trim, by using the motor, can only do so much. On medium-sized boats and
larger, a set of trim tabs, separate from the motor, can help with both front to back trim, as well
as enhance the lateral stability of the watercraft. Fortunately, checking and topping off the
power trim fluid on your Mercury outboard is an easy assignment. Loading your boat on the
trailer and properly securing it after a trip on the water can be a little intimidating, especially
when other people are waiting to load or unload their boats. While you want to be expeditious to
Read More. Step 1 Wipe down the cowl with a damp cloth to remove water spots and dirt. Step 2
Using a clean, dry cloth, continue to wipe the cowl removing any dampness. Step 3 Using a
clean, dry cloth, apply Cowl Your outboard has a water pressure speedometer located on the
lower unit of your motor. From time to time, this feature will get clogged with debris, weeds and
gravel. This problem is easy to fix with one simple tool A spilled beverage on your boat is pretty
much unavoidable, and any liquid with a With a few simple supplies like docklines and fenders,
and following these simple step-by-step instructions, it's easy to look like a pro. Watch the
video Docking can be rather stressful for those new to boating, and even veterans can get The
anodes on your outboard engine are just like any other maintenance part: neglecting them may
not hurt today, or tomorrow, but you can bet it will most assuredly do damage in the long run.
We all love the water, but the water can be very unkind to our equipment. Your Mercury
outboard is built using space-age alloys and coatings to resist rust and corrosion, but it still
requires some attention every now and then, Hard-water spots on your boat and engine will not
make your boat run slower. Hard-water spots are unsightly, annoying and not something you
want to see every time you look at your otherwise awesome The Lanyard physically connects
the operator to Boat covers are an awesome invention. Your batteries are among the most
critical components of your boat. Fortunately, it takes just a few Trailering with Often, boat
trailers and tow vehicles are not made to go together. The hitch receiver height in tow vehicles
can vary by several inches even in stock rigs, and hitches are available in all manner of drops
and rises. The weekend is finally here! Time to leave the stress of the weekdays behind and pit
your wits against your favorite species of fish, or perhaps just relax and enjoy fresh air,
beautiful water and awesome sunshine. However, you first Even in If you grew up around boats,
you might remember your mom, dad or perhaps your grandad wiping down their trusty
two-stroke outboard with a dirty shop towel. Airline pilots can command dozens of flights every
month, sometimes multiple times per day on the same aircraft. And yet they physically and
methodically go through a pre-flight checklist every single time. As responsible boaters, we can
all take a Originally posted by PartsVu. Boating is not often thought of as a harsh environment,
but it is one of the most demanding environments in which an engine can operate. Marine
engines can and are often used It likely comes as no surprise that you need to wash your boat
periodically, though exactly how often is a hotly debated topic. Most
ford taurus 2008
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saltwater boaters agree that at least a quick scrub and rinse after each use is mandatory, The
way you should act at a boat ramp is, in a broad sense, exactly how you should act everywhere.
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